
If you’ve switched to Jira as your enterprise agile planning tool, you should 

also be evaluating test management solutions. See how Tricentis qTest 

compares to both Quality Center and popular Jira test management 

add-ons.

Software Test Solutions
Built for Enterprise Agile
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Real-time Jira Integration

Quality Center’s integration is based off scheduled syncs, which 
means testers and developers don’t have access to the most 

up-to-date information, leading to delays in resolving issues and 

slower release cycles. Tricentis qTest integrates with Jira in real 

time using Atlassian webhooks. With a seamless integration and 

real-time, two-way updates, teams using qTest with Jira have 

the most up-to-date information so they can resolve issues as 

they arise and get to market faster. Test results are also 

displayed on Jira issues as soon as they are logged in qTest, so 

developers and BAs have immediate access to results.

Flexible Ecosystem with Open Source 

Support

Recent research shows that more than 80% of teams rely on 

open source test automation tools, but Micro Focus makes it 

difficult to embrace open-source test automation, which 
limits the amount of test automation coverage teams are able 

to achieve. Tricentis qTest offers out-of-the-box integration 
with popular test automation tools and the flexibility to 
integrate any tool or framework, so teams can automate 

more and centralize their test automation strategies.

Best-in-Class Reporting

Quality Center’s reporting interface is difficult to use and 
often requires a dedicated resource. Creating reports is a 

time-consuming process that requires teams to know SQL 

and Visual Basic, which limits the organization’s ability to get 

a quick picture of release readiness. Tricentis qTest offers 
the industry’s leading executive-level QA reporting tool, with 
30+ customizable out-of-the-box reports that help you track 
and improve application health and quality over time.

Built for Testing in Agile & DevOps 

Environments

Tricentis qTest is a modern testing platform built for agile 

and DevOps workflows, with a flexible ecosystem that allows 
teams to integrate with the enterprise agile planning, test 

automation and DevOps pipeline tools of their choice, so that 

the entire SDLC is linked, from planning to development, 

testing and delivery.

80% Of Customers Integrate Tricentis qTest with Jira



Learn more & sign up for a FREE TRIAL — visit Tricentis.com or call 1-844-798-4386
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+ TRICENTIS QTEST
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+ ADD-ONS

Highly Scalable — Hundreds of 
Thousands of Artifacts

Best of Breed Automation Partners 
(Tricentis, Postman, Sauce Labs)

Scalable Open Source Automation 
Management (i.e. Selenium, Appium)

Rest API for Automation Customization

Jenkins Pipeline and Free Style Support

Supported Bamboo Integration

Proprietary DevOps Workflow Engine

Advanced Reporting and Analytics

Available in Cloud or On-Premise

Advanced Test Management Features

Cross Browser Support
(Chrome, Firefox)

Intuitive User Experience

Real-time Jira Integration

Test Results Displayed on Jira Issues

Customizable Jira Dashboards

Native BDD Experiences for Jira Issues
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